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Security Data

Analyst: Kaytan Mahalaha
We recommend an overweight position on Seagate Technology’s (STX)
4.875% 2027 senior unsecured notes. Based out of Cupertino, STX is the
largest producer of Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) both by revenue and total number
of exabytes (EB) shipped, this equates to the company controlling 45% of the
mass-capacity storage market by EB shipped. We believe the 2027 notes will
tighten for a multitude of technical and fundamental reasons. Concentrated
research and development efforts into the reacceleration of aerial density growth
rates by utilizing Heat-Assisted Magnetic Recording (HAMR) and mutliactuator technology will allow for the production ramp up of 18 and 20 terabyte
(TB) HAMR HDDs a full year ahead of its competitors, creating a newly formed
moat in platform benchmark capacity going forward. Additionally, we believe
the geopolitical situation affecting technology manufacturers who derive a bulk
of their revenue from China has unjustifiably weighed down STX on a relative
basis. Lastly, we believe the sustained price erosion of NAND chips used in
Flash Memory and Solid State Drives (SSDs) due to oversupply will decrease
average selling prices (ASPs) of Flash Memory and SSD storage offerings
leading to margin compression across industry peers who produce HDDs. In our
opinion, extremely favorable credit metrics compared with its direct HDD
competitor, along with a well-positioned portfolio of Enterprise and Edge NonCompute HDD offerings during an expected cyclical upswing in mass-capacity
storage EB demand will lead to STX’s notes due 2027 to trade 15-30 bps tighter.
Figure 1: Capitalization Table

Bond Maturity: 6/1/2027
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Spread: 236 bps
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Company Description
Seagate, founded in 1979, generates 93% of their revenue from the
sale of HDDs, the remaining 7% comes from a combination of SSDs
and services. Business segments include Enterprise, Edge NonCompute, Edge Compute, and Enterprise Data Solutions & SSDs. As
shown in Figure 2, STX has been rapidly growing total EB shipments
and are expected to surpass 100EB per quarter in 2Q20.
Shifting Focus to Growing HDD End-Markets
STX predicts total HDD storage demand will increase at 17% CAGR
from FY20 to FY26, and mass-capacity HDD will account for 90% of
total HDDs shipped in FY26 versus 60% today, as STX’s TAM
expands the company is pivoting towards its growing end markets.
Hyperscale cloud customers are demanding high-capacity energy
efficient storage, leading to growth in STX’s Enterprise Nearline
HDDs which account for 48% of STX’s EB demand. Shipments
increased q/q from 38EB to 51EB in Q120, as shown in Figure 3
Nearline HDDs are projected to grow at 35% CAGR from FY20 to
FY22. Additionally, Edge Non-Compute Consumer Electronics, grew
at 29% y/y in FY19, which includes surveillance storage and networkattached storage (NAS) will contribute to EB shipments, as illustrated
in Figure 3, as consumers increase demand of localized mass-capacity
HDD offerings.
New Aerial Density Acceleration Moat
Concentrated research and development efforts in HAMR and
MACH.2 dual actuator technologies have proven beneficial and will
allow STX to ramp production of 20TB HDDs built on the HAMR
platform by the end of FY20. STX’s leading competitor in the HDD
market is Western Digital Corporation (WDC), WDC generated
$8.7B of HDD revenue in the LTM (vs. $9.2B for STX). In Q220 STX
will ship over one million 16TB HDDs while ramping production of
18TB HDD products. In comparison, WDC just started ramping 14TB
HDDs in Q120. STX’s 16TB HDDs will become the capacity
benchmark for the industry by the end of FY20 as STX will remain
the only company mass-producing them. This leaves WDC to play
catchup before their customers switch to STX’s larger offerings. At
the current rate of production, we believe WDC will not be able to
recover ground lost in regards to capacity during this current cyclical
upswing in HDD exabyte demand. This will help STX develop a moat
in regards to ramping mass-capacity HDD storage. Additionally, as
STX shifts from Perpendicular Magnetic Recording (PMR) to
HAMR, HDD costs will decline 45% when doubling capacity vs. 30%
from the last transition from 8 to 16TB using PMR. Aerial density is
projected to grow at 20% CAGR utilizing HAMR versus 10% CAGR
using PMR; STX plans on ramping 30TB drives by FY23. HAMR
will help STX keep HDD cost down at a similar speed of cost
reduction in Flash Memory, which WDC generates $6.9B of its
revenues from. As a response, WDC has released MAMR
(Microwave-Assisted Magnetic Recording) technology for HDDs but
is still behind STX in terabyte production ramping.
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Risks
▪

Expected cyclical growth in mass-capacity EB
demand by hyperscale cloud customers are
reduced or delayed due to deteriorating
macroeconomic conditions causing lower total
shipments.

▪

Competitors quickly develop the technology
needed to ramp production of 18TB and 20TB
HDDs at a faster than expected pace, making up
for the head-start STX has over other HDD
players in the space.

▪

NAND spot prices begin to recover from an
industry oversupply at a faster pace than
expected to, leading to higher ASPs for SSD and
Flash Memory producers which in turn will
mitigate ongoing margin compression.
Figure 2: HDD EB Segment Shipments
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Figure 3: HDD EB Product Shipments
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Downward pressure on prices will increase industry netadditions, resulting in an uplift in network investment to boost
coverage and reduce latency.
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Figure 4: Revenue by Geography

Source: Company Filings

Figure 5: Comparable Company Metrics

Downward pressure on prices will increase industry
net-additions, resulting in an uplift in network
investment to boost coverage and reduce latency.
Source: Bloomberg
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Management
Dr. David Mosely was appointed to the CEO
position and Board of Directors in FY16. Mosely
has been at STX for the last 20 years in various
roles including COO.
Gianluca Romano, CFO and EVP, joined STX in
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NAND Oversupply
Both Flash Memory and SSDs use NAND chips to store data,
since Q418 there has been a massive industry oversupply which
has caused the spot prices of NAND chips to decrease by ~70%.
This has led to industry competitors who produce SSDs along with
HDDs to experience margin erosion. Gross margins at WDC have
decreased from 33% to 19% y/y while operating margins have
compressed from 14% to -3%, recovering slightly from -10% in
Q419. As NAND spot prices are expected to continue to decline,
STX is shielded from industry wide margin compression due to
their relatively low exposure to Flash Memory and SSDs.
Geopolitical Turmoil
Ongoing trade disputes between the United States and china have
led to growing pessimism surrounding chip and storage makers
who derive a large percentage of their revenues from China. STX
does not explicitly break out their revenues from China but their
revenue category “Other” makes up less than 4% of their total
revenue. Compared to WDC who receives 23% of their revenue
from China, and Mircon Technology (MU) does 15% from China.
Figure 4 shows STX’s revenue distribution for the FY19. STX
management has stated that they do not expect any material impact
from tariffs. Additionally, WDC generates over 10% of their
revenue from Apple, who is highly exposed to heightened trade
tensions.
Relative Value
During Q120 STX proposed a cash tender offer up to $250M,
$200M, and $75M for their Senior Unsecured Notes due in 2022,
2023, and 2025 respectively. This tender offered included a buyout
provision at $1,030 per bond. During the window of this tender
offer, the company reached their tender offer goals on all notes.
This refinancing, coupled with STX’s far superior credit metrics
over their largest competitor, as shown in Figure 5, makes for a
favorable case for the 2027 notes to tighten. We believe the bonds
could tighten roughly ~15-30bps with respect to WDC’s 26s, back
to levels it was briefly trading at during Q219.

Figure 6: Z-Spread Data

Ravi Naik joined STX in FY16 as CIO and SVP
of Corporate Strategy, prior to joining Naik was
CIO of SanDisk until its sale to WDC.
Note: WDC’s CEO and CTO both stepped down
in Q120, after a poor FY19 performance. WDC’s
CFO stepped down a year ago in Q119.

Source: Bloomberg
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Figure 7: Summary Model
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